Stainless-steel • Can’t be eaten • Can’t be beaten

Testimonial from
Kyle Kilgore, PMP of Men in Black Pest Control Services
(www.mibpestcontrol.com)

“The RodeXit seal is amazing!
It is so much easier.”

Men in Black Pest Control Services is a family-owned and operated business that serve the
metro Chicago area, from Northbrook to Shorewood, and from the lakefront to Aurora. All our technicians drive unmarked, black vehicles to maintain an inconspicuous presence and prevent unwanted attention. It is the ambition of the firm to have the best educated and trained technicians in
the business. We are always on the lookout for new and better products that can help us in delivering
great service to our customers. It is only recently that we discovered the RodeXit products, but we
can already now say that they are amazing and from now on will play an important role in our
business.
Here are 2 pictures of the very first job we did with a RodeXit seal:

I rodent proofed 2 residential garage doors of wood with 2 RodeXit proofing strips. I did the
job single-handed in just around 7½ minutes per door in spite of the fact that I had never before
tried the RodeXit product. Before we discovered the RodeXit products doing such a proofing job
would normally have required 2 technicians and have taken at least 45 minutes per door.
I installed the proofing strip with ordinary 1 inch long #8 screws with a drill point and
washers. If the client had asked for a more polished look, I would have used an aluminum carpet
trim with predrilled holes and polished finish as mounting strip.
The installation was exceptionally easy and uncomplicated. Both I and my client were very
satisfied. My boss was happy too because the proofing strip is laborsaving and cost effective, and
(not at least) because the job therefore turned out to be much more profitable than usual.

